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Abstract- 

Dengue is one among the basic irresistible ailment which is brought about by dengue 

infection and infected to people through mosquitoes which is contaminated at fluctuated 

areas in the world. The purpose behind this infection is barometrical conditions that assumes 

crucial job in the flare-up of disease. Along these lines early forecast of dengue is the way to 

manage flare-up and decreases spreading overall. To beat this we are utilizing different AI 

(ML) calculations, for example, Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Naive Bayes (NB) and Random Forest (RF) are utilized to foresee the dengue flare-

up. Forecast is done dependent on climate parameters like month to month insightful greatest 

temperature, least temperature, high temperature, dampness which is considered as climate 

dataset and this climate dataset is pre-prepared utilizing name encoding capacity before 

applying into the preparation models. In the wake of considering execution of the 

considerable number of models we pick arbitrary backwoods as a best indicator for dengue 

flare-up. 

Keywords- Artificial Neural Network, Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes and Random 

Forest 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Mobile Network Big Data (MNBD) comprises of various kinds of information 

classifications, for example, Call Detail Records (CDR), Web get to utilization records, 

broadcast appointment revive records and so on. Out of these subcategories, CDRs 

incorporate an identifier for the Base Transceiver Station (BTS) related with a specific call 

alongside other meta data that is required for charging reasons for a portable system 

administrator. A versatile supporter connect with 10 million endorsers can produce billions of 

records monthly which would represent terabytes of information. Until the critical advances 

and the exploration intrigue that has been creating around the field of MNBD of late, these 

tremendous volumes of information had not been used for some other reason other than to be 

gathered and chronicled primarily as a record of confirmation for charging exercises of 

portable administrators. It is expressed that Sri Lanka has a versatile infiltration of over 90% 

and inclusion of almost 100% of the landmass and this rate continues expanding each  

year. Subsequently CDR information can be taken as an intermediary which would give 

understanding into human versatility designs inside the nation, with better precision and 

representativity when contrasted with customary models utilized in transportation hypothesis 

and information gathered from surveys. 

Dengue occurrences are dynamic as the frequencies fluctuate over time. It is found out that 

the example of current dengue rates are affected by climatic states of past occasions and 

factors, for example, moistness, precipitation and temperature. Utilizing the past occurrence 

cases and past climate information, forecast models can be assembled and these models can 

be used to conjecture the future dengue cases. This forecast model could help the wellbeing 

specialists to make early strides of safety measure and readiness of hospitalization offices. 
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The general motivation behind this examination is to discover the expectation models with 

high exactness. This is the place bunching (the gathering of information) and relapse system 

can be utilized to produce high forecast exactness in dengue flare-up [5]. The information are 

bunched by estimating separation and inside each bunch, the relapse model will be 

assembled. It is realized that the dengue rates are affected by climatic variable which fill in as 

contribution to the relapse model. Utilizing grouping and relapse systems from database 

inquiry, relapse models can be worked for the forecast models. 

Different dengue based execution have been given by analyst, anyway the most significant 

criteria in forecast is the information particularly from a trustworthy source. Othman et.al, 

recommended that a Dengue Active Surveillance System (DASS) framework to be actualized 

by ordering information accumulated from the significant specialists and forward the alarm to 

the client through Short Message System (SMS) [9]. Be that as it may, further testing should 

be directed before the framework can be utilized. Roslan et.al, claims that components, for 

example, the land surface temperature and height additionally add to the high file of dengue 

contamination and subsequently there is a need to utilize mapping and remote detecting 

devices for precise identification [10]. All scientist do concur that more information should 

have been gathered from different instruments and execution before an exceptionally 

reasonable framework can be executed.  

The principle goal of this examination is to plan and build up an electronic framework which 

will help and increase clients attention to the potential dengue episode inside their local 

location. The framework is planned as an online entrance that gives quick and data 

concerning dengue in inside proposed region. It is accepted that by building up this 

application it will empower clients to expand their mindfulness in defeating the dengue 

outbreak. The framework have the option to result dependent on information gave through 

applicable Government organizations included. Moreover, it will assist the network with 

being mindful of their encompassing and made fundamental precautionary measures to 

maintain a strategic distance from the infections from spreading and affecting the entire 

network. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
YuhanisYusofet.al[1] built up a model to foresee irresistible ailment occurrences for 

appointive areas at interims in Sri Lanka. This investigation utilized portable system data to 

initiate the human populace nature of Sri Lanka and utilized entirely unexpected data sources 

like registration data and overviews for normal data. Fake neural systems and XG Boost 

calculations applied on the dataset to foresee irresistible ailment. AsrulNizamet.al[2] 

Developed an online essentially based framework that gives certifiable applied math 

examination and expectation on dengue flare-up regular occasion for network. 

MarceloAparecidoCarloset.al[3] the utilized information, data started from interpersonal 

organizations, content mining methods and AI calculations like k-means and SVM for 

actualizing a model to foresee dengue flare-up common occasion. NaiyarIqbalet.al[4] They 

anticipated dengue episode utilizing different AI classifiers going from straightforward 

classifiers, similar to Naïve Bayes, Model Tree, Decision Tree, to the most difficult 

calculations, for example, Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines, Genetic Programming 

and outfit classifiers Gene Expression Programming. Gathering dengue fever cases and 

destruction level from five areas in Selangor and this data is pre-processed utilizing point 

institutionalization and applied LS-SVM calculation to anticipate dengue episode[5]. 
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ShermonSet.al[6] considered Dengue rate of positive cases and atmosphere factors as dataset, 

AI methods like k-implies grouping and various relapse used to manufacture a model for 

expectation. Dengue cases and precipitation DPE utilized as a dataset and SVM calculations 

utilized for developing model to distinguish dengue episode. This investigation gives a solid 

relationship between dengue cases and precipitation DPE highlights by Guohun Zhu et.al[7].  

Manifold learning hypothesis used to lessen the measurement, utilized climate, atmosphere 

and dengue positive cases as data, AI calculations as k-means and relapse to manufacture the 

model for dengue estimate by Mathulamuthuet.al[8]. P. Manivannamet.al[9], D win‟s system 

used for preprocessing the dengue dataset and for trademark assurance. Data mining strategy 

like k-suggests gathering estimation used for executing dengue fever pointer. Developed a 

prognostic model to anticipate break bone fever launch misuse Multiple Rule based by and 

large Classifiers. Extremely amazing guideline based generally classifiers used are the choice 

Tree, Rough Set Classifier, Naive mathematician, and Associative Classifier to make game 

plan showing for estimated by Azuraliza Abu Bakaret.al[10]. ZurianiMustaffaet.al[11], Here 

predicts future dengue erupt using three particular institutionalization strategies named min-

max, z-score, decimal point institutionalization. These procedures used in desire model 

amassed using LS-SVM and neural framework figurings. This examination says that 

LS_SVM is an unrivaled pointer than the neural framework model. Yan WUet.al[12], Here 

the wavelet change is used for data pre-dealing with and for picking rule features Support 

Vector Machines (SVM) - based Genetic Algorithm is used. To amass a model for guaging 

dengue, they used SVM backslide. This examination says that the association between 

climatic components and dengue cases are pivotal control measure towards dengue erupt. 

They proposed a model for forecast of dengue flare-up utilizing climatic dataset and pre-

preparing systems like standardization, information change, institutionalization, include 

determination and information purging ,calculations utilized are choice tree, relapse 

examination, KNN, ANN, SVM[13]. M. H. Sulaimanet.al[14], They developed a model for 

gauge of dengue flare-ups by considering dengue cases, precipitation, temperature as dataset 

and AI calculation like Least Squares Support Vector Machines. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 
Early ID of dengue flare-up is exceptionally useful to control it. So here in proposed strategy 

recognized dengue episode dependent on the key components of climatic conditions like max 

temp, min temp, mean temp, murmur, prep of explicit districts and built up a technique for 

grouping and forecast of dengue flare-up utilizing this key elements information. In our work 

different ML calculations like Random backwoods tree, Decision tree, Support Vector 

machine, and fake neural system is utilized for climate information. At first, information are 

pre-handled utilizing various strategies for climate information. Next handled information are 

utilized for preparing arrangement calculations and for ordering information into „yes‟ or 

„no‟ and at the last execution of the calculations is determined and contrasted with know the 

best indicator calculation. Proposed strategy contains various advances they are information 

assortment, Data pre-handling, Building models for forecast and pick best indicator.  
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                                           Fig 1: Prediction of dengue outbreak 

Dengue flare-up information and climate information has been gathered from information 

driven site for a time of 18 years and those datasets are mapped with month characteristic. All 

out 419 examples were gathered for this investigation. To part the pre-handled information 

into preparing and testing we imported train_test_split() work from 

sklearn.model_selectionand estranged information into 80% preparing set and 20% test set. 

The preparation set is utilized to prepare the model. Testing set is utilized to test the prepared 

model. Yield field flare-up in numerical worth 1 for "YES" and 0 for "NO". Execution is 

determined utilizing measurements Precision, Recall and F1-score. 

1) Random Forest is a kind of oversaw ML computation subject to Ensemble learning. Social 

event learning is a sort of acknowledging where you join different sorts of estimations or 

same count on various events i.e., various decision trees to outline an even more astounding 

desire model. In Random Forests, each tree in the outfit is worked by displacing getting ready 

set sample. In our work we completed unpredictable timberland classifier by acquiring 

Random Forest Classifier() from sklearn. Ensemble and this classifier is used with two 

parameters, n_ estimator and Random_ State and it is readied using planning climatic dataset. 

n_ estimator describes number of trees we taken n_ estimator as ‟20‟and unpredictable state 

is self-assertive number generator we taken Random_ satisfy as‟0‟ for planning. In the wake 

of characterizing classifier we fitted the classifier by utilizing fit capacity with prepared info 

information and prepared yield information. At long last Trained classifier is utilized to 

characterize episode into „yes‟ or „no‟ utilizing test informational index. ` 

 

2) Support Vector Machine: SVM is a directed ML calculation which can be utilized for 

arrangement or relapse issues. We utilized for grouping. It utilizes a system called the part 

stunt to change your information and afterward dependent on these changes, it finds an ideal 

limit between the potential yields. SVM is a classifier which can isolates two classes with the 

assistance of hyper plane. In our work we executed help vector classifier by bringing in SVC 

from sklearn.svm and utilized straight piece as appeared in underneath condition.  

 

SVM classifier is prepared utilizing preparing information, this prepared SVM classifier is 

utilized to foresee whether the given climatic conditions show flare-up or not.  
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3) Artificial neural system: ANN is all things considered presented as structures of 

interconnected "neurons" which exchange messages between each other. The affiliation has 

numerical burdens that can be tuned subject to understanding, making neural nets flexible to 

data and prepared for learning. In our work we used a multilayer perceptron classifier (MLP) 

which is imported from sklearn. Neural system and it is used with disguised layers size as 13 

and most outrageous cycles as 500. This classifier fit the model using fit limit with arranged 

data and out data and predicts yield. Here we send new data to predict the erupt as „yes‟ or 

„no‟. 

 

4) Naive Bayes: It is one of the perceptive showing figuring used to part the data reliant on 

the given conditions. This strategy is recursive in nature and is repeated for each sub tree 

built up at the new center points. It is used for both portrayal and backslide here we used 

decision tree for classification.From sklearn.tree we imported decision tree classifier to 

arrange the climatic dataset as erupt or not. At the present time used two properties, they are 

max_depth and self-assertive state. The level of significance is 3 and subjective state as 1. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

One of the most basic and last strides in building a model is to evaluate model proficiency. 

Right now, Recall, precision score, F1-score, support are viewed as execution pointers for 

picking best model for forecast. For execution assessment, we took 20% of complete 

information which is otherwise called a test information. These qualities are anticipated 

utilizing learned model. For each model, the exactness score is determined by considering the 

real outcome and the anticipated worth. As state d underneath, the scientific strategy for the 

computation of the exactness score. 

 

Accuracy is the rate that compares to the measurements of real outcomes speak to an extent 

of the genuine positive. The scientific technique for the count is as demonstrated as follows. 

 

Review is the proportion of genuine positives and absolute positives. The scientific technique 

for the count is as demonstrated as follows. 

The consonant mean of review and exactness is F1-score. As shown underneath, the scientific 

technique for computing F1-sc metal is 
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V RESULTS 

                                            We utilized four unique calculations, 

 

Fig 2: Predicted outbreak using SVM 

 

 we investigated forecast of episode utilizing this four calculations expectation of dengue 

flare-up utilizing SVM , expectation of dengue flare-up utilizing ANN, expectation of 

dengue flare-up utilizing Decision Tree, forecast of flare-up utilizing Random Forest. „0‟ in 

figures speaks to there is no flare-up for specific Climatic conditions and „1‟ speaks to for 

episode for specific climatic condition 

 

Fig 3: Predicted outbreak using ANN 

 

Fig 4: predicted outbreak using RF 
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                           Fig 5: predicted outbreak using NB 

Execution measurements Precision, Recall, F1-Score, Support and exactness rate for both 

typical condition and episode condition for all calculations for SVM. So also show 

execution measurements for ANN. Execution measurements of Decision Tree and the 

analysis comparison of the four machine learning techniques is shown as below in Fig 6 

 

                                  
 

Fig 6: Comparison Analysis of SVM, ANN, NB, RF 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we predict the dengue outbreak based on temperature as maximum or minimum 

and humidity and weather and many other parameters, the analysis that proposed using label 

encoder and applying Support Vector Machine, Artificial Neural Network, Naive Bayes and 

Random Forest algorithms and it is observed that analysis as 86%, 88%, 89% and 98% 

respectively. These predictions can be even better by using other parameters and can predict the 

stage of fever and its prediction of other infecting diseases using dataset that resulting to stop 

spreading. 
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